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Retired DC Homicide detective Marty Singer is driving through rural Virginia when he sees a

billboard by the side of the road with the picture of a man and a simple, stunning question:J.D.

HOPE WAS MURDERED ON MAY 6TH. DO YOU KNOW WHY?To most, the message means

nothing. But Marty stops the car, turns around, and rushes headlong into a deadly mix of drugs, lies,

and double-crosses.Because Marty's got his own history with the man on the sign...and he needs to

find out who murdered J.D. Hope and why if he wants to do One Right Thing.Revised edition: This

edition of One Right Thing includes editorial revisions.
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I have just finished this, the third Marty Singer crime mystery by Matthew Iden. Mr. Iden's writing is

excellent and engrossing. I have read all of the more well known writers in this genre, Connelly,

Baldacci, etc. I would like to add Mr Iden's name to their ranks. This book, along with the previous

two, is top-notch stuff. If you have not yet read this book and are reading this review to make a

purchase decision, I give it a five star review.



One thing I have come to appreciate about Matthew Iden's Marty Singer series is that each plot is

more unique than 'police procedural #x' and the characters in each suck you into their world. The

other thing I appreciate is that the author has made me care about Marty enough that his

over-arcing cancer plot line is also a concern, as in, 'how's our guy doing now'. One Right Thing

was a thriller with a twist that I totally didn't see coming. Great read, Matthew, you just keep getting

better and better.

This is the third of the Marty Singer mysteries; and like the first two, does not disappoint. Well

written suspenseful, and with a great ending. Highly recommended

I wish there was a writing category called "Very Good" because Matthew Iden's writing is certainly

better than "Good" but he's not yet at the level of James Lee Burke or John Lescroart. His plotting is

great, as is his pacing. His characters are well done and believable. For these reasons, it's easy,

and correct, to give this fine murder mystery five stars.In this, the third Marty Singer book, Iden

changes location from Washington, DC, to rural Virginia. Singer is still retired but has not lost his

penchant for being pulled into a murder mystery. Iden does a good job of introducing the suspects

and local characters and setting the stage for a head-scratcher of a mystery.This is a good mystery

and is a part of a good mystery series. If you're looking for a new mystery series then Matthew

Iden's Marty Singer series is a fine choice.

Another winner for Mr. Iden. I've become so involved in Marty Singer's character, I don't think I

could give him up. I want to compare him to one of my favorite detectives (Harry Bosch/Harlan

Coben). He's absolutely one of my favorite detectives, and even though Marty is a retired detective,

he brings you along for the ride, like Harry does. I like the way Mr. Iden never forgets the small

things...like "Pierre's" behavior around Marty. I would like to see Marty get a computer to become

more savvy with his investigations...or better yet...become a licensed PI. I'm currently reading "The

Spike," and won't stop there...I see one more Marty Singer/Matthew Iden book awaiting me...and

that makes me smile!

I have commented favorably for Mr. Iden's other books in this series and I can recommend this book

withour reservation. Marty Singer the cancer stricken retired cop continues to find himself drawn into

working on homicide cases in spite of his telling everyone that he is retired. My husband has

leukemia, thankfully in remission, but he takes oral chemo pills daily. The scenes where Marty is



nauseated or bone weary yet keeps on to fulfill his commitments remind me of what my hubby goes

through daily. Yet the Marty Singer series is not about the cancer but introduces the reader to a

flawed, humorous, and intuitive character that you can't help but root for. Do yourself a favor and

read this series; it is a delight.

If you want to get to know, love, and respect a middle aged ex-cop, who is dealing with his own

cancer fears, but still doesn't hesitate to put his life on the line to discover the truth, then you'll want

to meet Matthew Iden's "Marty Singer." Have to warn you, though, it's not easy to stop reading the

book once you start.

My third Marty Singer book this week. I'm off to buy #4. Working in law enforcement, I like detective

books. Iden keeps you on the edge of your seat with heart pounding scenes, strategic details and

many twists and turns. The stories are realistic for the most part but the surprises are worth it. I

recommend these books!!!
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